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Ingenico Group and TMTFactory transform consumers’
purchasing experience at the FC Barcelona Megastore
Deploying interactive self-service solutions combining purchase and payment
Ingenico Group (Euronext: FR0000125346 - ING), the global leader in seamless payment, has
partnered with TMTFactory, a leading provider of multimedia content, to deploy a pioneering project
in Europe, the Digital Locker (TM), an innovative POS which is already deployed in the FC Barcelona
official megastore, at Barcelona’s Camp Nou stadium.

Ingenico Group and TMTFactory have jointly deployed interactive points of sale where consumers can
easily choose their equipment, personalize it, and check-out securely.
The “Digital Locker”TM, a solution devised by TMTFactory, combines a high end interactive consumer
face application with an integrated payment solution. This is the first completely independent and
autonomous solution in the retail sector in Spain, integrating touch screens with LED technology,
unattended payment solution, printer and RFID system. The end-to-end Ingenico payment solution
combining both unattended smart terminals and payment gateway highly contributes to adding value
to consumers’ interactive experience, making the purchasing experience seamless: simple, fast, and
secure.
“This initiative perfectly illustrates Ingenico Group’s ability to be the trusted partner of innovative
companies as TMTFactory developing new products and approaches to enhance consumer experience,”
explains José Luis Arias, Managing Director of Ingenico Iberia. “We are very proud that our seamless
payment solutions support this new project, turning the FC Barcelona Megastore into one of the most
advanced sports shop in Europe”.
This partnership with TMTFactory, based on Ingenico Group’s iSelf series, is part of a broader set of
other initiatives currently being deployed in Spain.

About Ingenico Group
Ingenico Group (Euronext: FR0000125346 - ING) is the global leader in seamless payment, providing smart, trusted
and secure solutions to empower commerce across all channels, in-store, online and mobile. With the world’s
largest payment acceptance network, we deliver secure payment solutions with a local, national and international
scope. We are the trusted world-class partner for financial institutions and retailers, from small merchants to some
of the world’s best known global brands. Our solutions enable merchants to simplify payment and deliver their
brand promise.
www.ingenico.com

twitter.com/ingenico

About TMTFactory
TMTFactory is a service company that provides multimedia content and consulting services for digital projects.
TMTFactory is composed of a team of professionals who strive to create the perfect blend of technology, content
and creativity to be at the forefront of communication and marketing. TMTFactory products are differentiated by
not only being unique, but for having an innovative and creative user-friendly design.
www.tmtfactory.com, twitter.com/tmtfactory
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